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Abstract— In this paper we are discussed the security 

problem for cloud computing including memory security, 

data security, network security and secure visualization. In 

particular we discuss the schema for 3rd party of document 

in a cloud. Next we discuss the use of secured co-processor 

for cloud computing. We believe that the building trusted 

application from untrusted component will be the major 

aspects of secured cloud computing. The purpose of this 

paper is to examine the characteristics of cloud computing 

environment. The main objectives of the proposed 

architecture is preserving the privacy of the information 

ensuring that the information cannot be misused. Here there 

is a security cloud architecture to address the user privacy 

problem in a cloud. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The construction of cloud and storing data in it has 

enormous benefits. It facilitates the authenticated and 

authorized cloud users to access enormous resources that are 

outsourced and shared in the cloud. Whenever required, the 

user can request and gain the access in an easy way and at 

low cost, irrespective of the user location. Also, cloud 

computing takes away the cost spent on installing all 

hardware and software, by allowing users to rent the 

resources based on their needs.  Despite all these benefits, 

cloud computing still faces many challenges which prohibits 

the successful implementation of the cloud. These include 

both the traditional as well as cloud security challenges. 

Specific to cloud computing, the issues are many, of which 

some are: identity management of cloud users, multi-

tenancy support, securing the security of applications, 

preserving privacy of the users, attaining control over the 

life cycle of outsourced data, etc[1]. 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing refers to applications and services that run 

on a distributed network using virtualized resources and 

accessed by common Internet protocols and networking 

standards. It is distinguished by the notion that resources are 

virtual and limitless and that details of the physical systems 

on which software runs are abstracted from the user[2]. 

Cloud computing is basically broken down into three 

segments: "application""storage" and "connectivity." 

 Each segment serves a different purpose and offers 

different products for businesses around the world. 

 In cloud computing, resources are provided as a 

utility over the Internet to customers who use them as when 

needed basis. As many organizations outsourcing their data 

to the cloud, they need it to be assure and confidential. In 

addition, rather than outsourcing our data to the cloud 

server, we need to provide security to it. Therefore, security 

is a biggest concern of users when using cloud computing. 

Security goals of data includes, Authentication, 

Authorization, Auditing, Confidentiality, Integrity, 

Availability and Nonrepudiation. 

A. Privacy Preserving Methods 

1) Anonymity based approach: 

To achieve and preserve privacy in cloud Jiang Wang et al. 

make use of Anonymity based method .Before releasing the 

data in cloud , The anonymity algorithm involves in 

processing the data and anonyms entire data or few 

information. To mine the required knowledge cloud service 

provider utilize its background information and associate the 

specifics with the anonymous data. For preserving users 

privacy this methodology differentiate from the classic form 

of cryptography technique, The anonymity algorithm get rid 

of key managing process because of this reason it showcase 

as simple and versatile. The anonymising is quiet simple 

because, anonymous varies according to the attributes and it 

is based on cloud service provider. Only limited number of 

services helped for this approach .This approach would be 

better if it is based on automating the automization. 

2) Architecture of Privacy Preserving: 

To achieve and conserve privacy in cloud jiangwang et al. 

make use of Anonymity based method .Before releasing the 

data in cloud , The anonymity algorithm involves in 

processing the data and anonymises whole data or few 

information. To mine the required knowledge cloud service 

provider utilize its background information and associate the 

specifics with the anonymous data. For preserving users 

privacy this methodology differentiate from the classic form 

of cryptography technique, The anonymity algorithm get rid 

of key managing process because of this reason it showcase 

as simple and flexible. The anonymising is quiet simple 

because, anonymous varies according to the attributes and it 

is based on cloud service provider. Only limited number of 

services supported for this approach .This approach would 

be better if it is based on automating the automisation. 

3) Access control for privacy preserving: 

Miao Zhou et al. Proposed a versatile approach of access 

control and deal with the user privacy in the environment of 

cloud. Certain kind of attributes linked with every cloud 

user that determines their access rights. Two tier encryption 

model is introduced in this paper where the base phase and 

surface phase builds up the two tiers of the model. In the 

first phase local attribute-based encryption takes place on 

the outsourced data by the data owner. On the other hand 

surface phase process involves where operation done by 

cloud servers, afterwards the initialization completed by the 

data owner. Server re-encryption mechanism(SRM) 

performs by the surface phase. The encrypted data in the 

cloud is dynamically re-encrypted by the SRM during the 

data owner request. Either a new user has to be created or an 

existing cloud user has to be repealed when the request for 

SRM given. The access policies remains hidden to the cloud 

server so the security of user data is not agreed because 

however the re-encryption going to take place in cloud 

server. In this manner privacy of data is preserved by giving 
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complete access manage to the data owner and by not 

allowing the cloud provider to learn information about the 

stored data . 

4) Authorization system for privacy preserving task: 

David W. Chadwick et al. introduced a policy for the 

intention of privacy preserving of users data that is based on 

authorization infrastructure for the cloud .Access policies 

can be define by user itself and users data also be attached 

with it. By accomplishing this process assuring the 

controlled access of data in cloud. For making authorization 

decision and enforcing the decision, Policy Decision Points 

(PDPs) and Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs) are used. 

Commenced master PDP is used to figure out and solves the 

issues among different decision of PDPs. Obligation service 

act as a piece of authorization substructure, because of this 

process the data owner is indicated regarding the access of 

authorized and unauthorized data access. Cloud provider is 

trusted by the authorization substructure and deal with the 

isproblems that enter by means of outsider. If the encryption 

of outsourced data has not done properly even after trusting 

the cloud provider. 

5) A Privacy Preserving data outsourcing: 

It is specified in , For preserving the privacy of users data 

another method is constructed. By using graph privacy 

constraints are illustrated. In the graph given links and nodes 

specifies the privacy and attributes between the 

corresponding nodes. Among the entire group of attributes 

sensitive attributes are the subset of the group. The 

knowledge of the features should not be reveal to external 

party. By considering this sort of attributes a relation to be 

drawn and that is vertically fragmented. A part of fragment 

is given to owner while the rest of fragment is placed in 

external server. The fragmented relation can be renovated by 

using common id. To perform fragmentation and locating 

the fragmentation at appropriate place a graph coloring 

algorithm is used. During fragmentation it is important to 

verify that the confidentiality constraints not been breached 

by the server fragment and also it is to be checked that the 

workload is kept minimized at the source. Metrics such as 

Min-Attr, Min-Query and Min-Cond are used to carry out 

the fragmentation. These metrics ensures that outsourced 

data will always be secured from third party attacks by 

combining with the respective fragmentation guarantees. 

Thus this process make use of fragmentation alone to 

achieve privacy efficiently and effectively without 

considering the cryptographic techniques. By building a 

hyper graph rather than two dimensional graph its 

effectiveness can be improved. 

6) PccP Model in cloud: 

An another approach to achieve privacy a model is 

introduced and named as Preserving cloud computing 

Privacy is given in[3]. The basement of the model in this 

approach is consumer layer where the cloud user  request for 

accessing the cloud services is given. Network interface or 

address mapping act as second layer. The purpose of this 

layer is to change the real IP address depends on access 

request. By doing this it ensures the security of users IP 

address. The next layer is the topmost layer of the model it 

is privacy preserved layer it is associated with peculiar user 

cloud identity generator. Some sensitive information can be 

preserved by this layer by using Privacy check mechanism. 

By using this mechanism the amount of data transparency 

can be determined in the cloud also enables the user to 

specify the access control. Transparency purpose in cloud 

(TPC) is used when some Personal Data Attribute (PDA) of 

a user has to be specified within the transparency level 

where Boolean function of the features is carried out. Thus 

both access control and data content prevented by PccP. 

7) Dynamic Metadata reconstruction: 

In cloud overall chance of metadata exploitation is focused 

by AdeelaWaqar et al.There is chances to compromise users 

privacy by attacker by means of retrieving knowledge of the 

metadata. To preserve data privacy a framework is 

proposed. For this reason first step is the metadata in cloud 

has to be separated then the separated data are grouped into 

a private form. Based on the sensitivity of data, Groups are 

divided into partially private and non private form. The next 

phase is table splitting , here there are two section that is the 

database table has horizontal and vertical splitting. Database 

normalization is assured by the splitting of the table 

database. The next phase is called ephemeral referential 

consonance where metadata reconstruction can be take place 

when required by the cloud. This phase assures there is no 

data leakage before and after splitting of database table. 

Thus this method proves to be efficient. 

8) Public auditing for protected data storage: 

In cloud overall possibility of metadata exploitation is 

focused by AdeelaWaqar et al. There is chances to 

compromise users privacy by attacker by means of 

retrieving knowledge of the metadata. To preserve data 

privacy a framework is proposed. For this reason first step is 

the metadata in cloud has to be separated then the separated 

data are grouped into a private form. Based on the 

sensitivity of data, Groups are divided into partially private 

and non-private form. The next phase is table splitting , here 

there are two section that is the database table has horizontal 

and vertical splitting. Database normalization is assured by 

the splitting of the table database. The next phase is called 

ephemeral referential consonance where metadata 

renovation can be take place when required by the cloud. 

This phase assures there is no data leakage before and after 

splitting of database table. Thus this method proves to be 

efficient. By improving the security strength of data storage 

C. Wang et al. in enhanced their previous proposal. For this 

purpose a new custom for privacy-preserving public 

auditing is designed. Due to this intention Public auditing 

with zero-knowledge leakage is achieved. Enhanced the 

batch auditing process with the improvement in main 

auditing scheme[4]. As an extension to the previous work 

support for data dynamics and generalization of the auditing 

scheme considered to be improvise in this paper. The better 

performance of the proposed design is demonstrated by 

conducting an experiment on an instance of Amazon EC2 . 

9) Oruta concept: 

Another type of public auditing mechanism is propounded 

by Boyang Wang et al. Base on analysis of the work of 

Wang et al. Oruta support privacy of data, identity privacy. 

During the public auditing process also it assures 

correctness and unforgeability. the identity privacy is not 

achieved in. In this approach there are three main sector 

cloud server, TPA and the cloud users. Users are consider to 

be in two category original user and group of user, the 
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original users are owner of the outsourced data. Original 

user has the capability to control the data and its transaction 

also. To carry out auditing for verifying the rightness of data 

all users send their request to TPA. Homomorphic 

Authenticable Ring Structures (HARS) scheme consist of 

three algorithms: KeyGen, RingSign and RingVerify are 

built here for achieving the privacy-preserving auditing. To 

focusing on an efficient auditing process the approach can 

be empowered mainly to make sure integrity of shared data 

in grouped users’ environment[5]. 

B. Cloud Security Issues 

1) Security: 

Security in cloud is a challenge where confidentiality, 

solidarity and authentication are the crucial areas. Due to 

lack of knowledge about responsibility among service 

providers and users, there exist many conflicts. Data 

location is an important role in Cloud computing security. 

Location transparency is one of the prominent flexibilities 

for cloud computing, this is a security threat at the same 

time – without knowing the particular location of data 

storehouse[6], the provision of data protection act for some 

region might be severely affected and violated. Users’ 

personal data security is thus a crucial concern in a cloud 

computing environment. Cloud computing has many 

advantages such as: we can easily upload and download the 

data stored in the cloud. We can access the data from 

anywhere, any time on demand. Cost is low and it is done 

on a pay per usage basis. Hardware and software resources 

are easily available without location independent. But the 

main disadvantage of Cloud computing is security. 

In Cloud computing, security issues have two levels: 

2) Provider level: 

In this level, it is important to make sure that the server is 

well secured from all the external attacks it would come 

across. 

3) User level: 

Although the service provider gives a good security layer, it 

is important for the users to make sure that there is no 

stealing of data or tampering or loss of data. 

The Cloud Security Issues are broadly classified as: 

1) Data Issues 

2) Privacy and legal issues 

3) Malicious application 

a) Data Issues 

In cloud computing environment, securing sensitive data is a 

risky issue. 

1) Integrity: Whenever data is stored on cloud, there are 

chances of data being accessed by anyone from any 

place. Sometimes, many cloud users and providers 

could access and modify the data simultaneously. 

Hence data integrity is required to protect user’s private 

and sensitive information. 

2) Availability: Whenever the users access data, it should 

be available to them in expected/correct format. 

3) Data Theft: This is a major issue in a cloud computing. 

Some cloud service providers obtain server from other 

service providers instead of providing their own server, 

as it is flexible and cost effective for cloud providers. 

So there are more chances of data being stolen from the 

external server. 

4) Data Loss: Loss of data is another common problem in 

cloud computing. If cloud user winds up his services 

due to any problem, there will be huge loss of data. 

Moreover, data can be lost or damaged or depraved due 

to natural disaster or fire which would make data 

inaccessible to users. 5) Data location: This is another 

issue that has to been taken care in cloud computing 

environment. Knowledge about physical location of 

data- Where data is stored? How data is stored? - is 

important. Cloud service providers do not point where 

user’s data is stored. Hence, data location should be 

transparent to users and customers. 

5) Viruses and Worms: They are malicious codes that 

corrupt files on local file system and reduces the 

performance of application and hardware. 

6) Spoofing: To gain access on a network, an attacker 

impersonates the users as the originator of the message. 

7) Replay: It is a type of attack where an attacker 

reads/gain the information sent from originator and then 

resends it to receiver. 

8) Man-in-the-Middle Attack: Here, an attacker monitors 

the communication between two parties and modifies 

the messages. 

9) Eavesdropping: An attacker obtains access in the data 

path, tries to monitor and read the messages. These are 

major data issues that need to be handled in an effective 

manner. Privacy is another major problem in cloud 

computing. 

b) Privacy Issues 

In cloud computing, a service provider should confirm that 

user’s and customer’s information is protected efficiently. 

Also, the cloud service provider should know who is 

maintaining the server and who is accessing the data so as to 

ensure that only approved users are allowed to access data 

and customer’s information is secured. This ensures only 

authenticated and authorized users are accessing data. As 

users are made to give their personal information without 

knowledge of whereor how it is stored, there are chances 

that the cloud vendors would reveal sensitive or personal 

information. Hence it is vital that cloud vendors or cloud 

service providers should ensure that users’ privacy is 

maintained. 

 Apart from data issue and privacy issue, there are 

chances of data/application being affected which is another 

problem in security. 

c) Malicious/Infected Application 

Sometimes hostile users upload infected application/data to 

cloud which would affect other users and customers. To 

monitor and maintain server, Cloud service providers should 

have complete access to the server. Hence, this blocks any 

user from uploading malicious or infected application on to 

the cloud. A cloud is better only when service provider 

provides good security to the users and customers. In order 

to overcome these security issues, efficient encryption 

algorithms should be adopted. Some methods/schemes are 

specified below. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Cloud  computing is a technology which has been used 

efficienty by consumers to store and share data's where 
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security and privacy is a main concern. It reduces user 

difficulties and ensures the data integreaty. Also this method 

used to solve ay the security threads. Different way to solve 

the issue is that are preventing the privacy preservation or 

also analyses. In future, this proposed model could be used 

to get the protected cloud computing environment which 

would be a great enhancement in the privacy preservation. 
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